
My Dream Job                                 
By Yeung Ting Chi, Vienna 6A 

 
My dream job is to be a singer when I grow up. I love music very much. 

Music makes me feel so relaxed. 
If I become a singer, I will sing and write songs about friendship, 

sadness and childhood. I can also perform on stage too. If I perform on 
stage, I will be famous and I hope to have many fans. 

Singers need to be confident, outgoing and creative. Besides, they 
cannot be shy so that they can perform on stage well. They also need to be 
hard-working because they need to memorize lyrics all the time. To become 
a singer, I will keep on practicing and learning more about music in order to 
write songs. I will not eat too much fried food so that my voice will be 
beautiful and clear. 

I think this job is suitable for me because I am confident, outgoing 
and creative. I believe I can become a successful singer in the future. 

 
 



The Environmental Problems in Hong Kong 
By Dai Tsz Fung, David 6A 

 
There are many different types of pollution in Hong Kong. I will talk about environmental 

problems in this article. 
Water pollution is one of the problems. People throw so much toxic waste into the sea. 

Therefore, so many fish get sick or even die. We should stop throwing trash into the sea and 
start using fewer plastic products. 

Land pollution is another problem. People produce so much rubbish and throw it away 
easily. Therefore, the land is polluted and produces awful smells and gas. It affects the 
environment and our health. We should start recycling cans, plastic products and paper. 

Air pollution is the last problem which I want to introduce. There are too many people 
driving their cars, so there are so many fumes. Therefore, people may get sick because of it. 
We should stop driving cars so often. We should take public transport or walk. 

We should help to protect the environment. We must take action before it is too late. 
 



 

Unforgettable Mid-Autumn Festival 
By Dai Tsz Fung, David 6A 

 
The night of Mid-Autumn festival, Kelly had an unforgettable day. 

She had dinner with her family at her grandmother’s home. 
After dinner, they went to the rooftop and ate cakes. They also had 

a lot of fruit. Kelly and her cousins played with lanterns and guessed some 
riddles. They felt cheerful since they enjoyed guessing a lot of 
interesting riddles. 

Suddenly, Kelly’s lantern was on fire. She shouted, “Mum, my lantern 
is on fire!” Her mum went to the kitchen as fast as she could. Kelly was 
panic and threw the lantern on the ground. 

Kelly’s mum brought a bucket of water and put out of fire 
immediately. Luckily, no one got hurt. She told Kelly to play carefully next 
time. 
 
 



Tom’s Football Dream  
By Yiu Ho Ka, Karl 6A 

 
One day, Tom watched a football match with his dad. He was amazed because the football players played very well. ‘I 

want to be a football player when I grow up, Dad,’ said Tom, because he thought the football players were cool. 
Next week, Tom saw the coach of the football team. He wanted to invite Tom to join his team. Tom felt very delighted. 

During football practice, Tom twisted his ankle. It was painful, so he cried loudly.  
Then Tom was sent to the hospital. In the end, he said to Dad, ‘I will never play football again.’ Finally, he gave up being 

a football player. 



An Unforgettable Party 
By Chan Hei Suen, Hazel 6B 

 
My classmates and I are about to graduate. Today was the graduation 

party. There were so many snacks and drinks. Ms Poon said, ‘welcome to 
your graduation party. Have fun!’ 
 I ate with my classmates. We played games and sang together. Tim 
and Tom played the recorder and Mary played the violin. The classmates 
enjoyed our performance very much and clapped loudly. 
 After that, we gave Ms Poon a thank you card to express our 
gratitude to her. Ms Poon read aloud the card, ‘Ms Poon, thank you for…’ 
She was very touched and said, ‘thank you for your card. I hope you all 
have a good time in secondary school. Remember to study hard!’  
 Towards the end of the party, I took photos with Ms Poon and my 
classmates. We exchanged our phone numbers. I will never forget Ms 
Poon and my classmates. 



Book Report 
By Cheung Sum Maan, Bernice 6B 

 
Book Name: Matilda 
Author: Roald Dahl 
 

The book is about a little girl called Matilda, who was very intelligent. 
She was different from the rest of her family. She was always 
misunderstood by other people. Matilda’s father didn’t like her because he 
thought that she was weird. Since she was ignored by her family, she could 
only learn by reading on her own. She fought the evil principle with her 
secret magic powers and bravery. I like her a lot. 

I think the plot is interesting because there are many magical scenes 
in the book. I have learnt that I should stay alert of people around me. If 
I were Matilda, I would kill the principal because she was very evil and 
wicked. 



The Environmental Problems in Hong Kong 
By Huang Enqi, Angie 6B 

 
Hong Kong is facing different kinds of pollution problems. I will talk about the 

environmental problems caused by pollution in this article. 
Light pollution is one of the biggest problem in Hong Kong. People use so many lights in 

the city. Therefore, birds cannot tell the difference between day and night. This will 
threaten their lives unless we use lights wisely. We should at least turn off the lights when 
we leave the room. 

The next problem is air pollution. Many people drive private cars. This produces so many 
fumes. Therefore, it causes breathing problems since the air is too dirty. We need to take 
public transport more often.  

The last pollution problem that I would like to share about is water pollution. People 
throw too much toxic waste into the sea. Therefore, sea animals get sick or die easily. We 
should stop polluting and throwing rubbish away. 

Hong Kong is our home. We should not only sit and watch her die. We should take action 
before it is too late. 



The Environmental Problems in Hong Kong 
By Lee Cheuk Wai, Jerry 6B 

 
Our earth is being polluted seriously by humans. I will talk about the pollution that us 

humans have caused. 
There is water pollution because people throw so much rubbish and pour toxic waste into 

the ocean. This pollutes the water. Therefore, sea creatures that consume the polluted 
water will get sick or may even die. We should stop throwing so much trash into the sea. We 
can volunteer to pick up the trash at the beach. 

Air pollution is an issue because people drive cars even for short distances and this 
produce so many fumes. There are so many pollutants in the air. The air we breathe contains 
so many dirty particles and this is bad for our health. We should walk, cycle or take the bus 
whenever we can. Using public transport produces less fumes. 

Thermal pollution is caused since people build so many power plants and factories. They 
pour tons of extremely hot water back into the sea. This increases the temperature of sea 
water. This kills the coral reefs in the ocean. In the long term, it causes problems in North 
Pole and South Pole. The artic animals will lose their homes. Factories should treat the hot 
water before pouring them into the ocean to protect our waters. 

We should stop polluting Earth because it is our one and only home. Earth gets sick 
unless we stop destroying it with pollution. Remember to do more before it is too late. 



My Dream Job 
By Lui Ka Fu, Kathy 6C 

 
 I want to be a dancer when I grow up because I love dancing and I think it is a very fun 
job. If I become a dancer, I will dance for people and make them happy. I will dance in 
dancing shows. I will become famous and have a lot of fans. 
 To become a dancer, I need to be artistic so that I can make new dance moves for 
people. I also need to stay fit so that I can dance better. I also need to be good at dancing 
so I need to practice every day. I will attend dancing courses so that I can improve my 
dancing skills. 
 I think this job is suitable for me because I am artistic and fit. I hope I can be a great 
dancer someday. I will work hard to achieve my goal. 
 



Unforgettable Mid-Autumn Festival 
By Leung Ashley 6C 

 
Kelly had an accident at Mid-Autumn Festival. Kelly had a reunion dinner with her family. 

During the meal, Kelly asked,’ what are we going to do?’ Mum replied, ‘We can eat mooncakes 
and play with lanterns.’ 

Then, Kelly and her family went to the rooftop. The grown-ups were eating mooncakes 
while the children were playing with the lanterns. After a while, Mum joined in playing with the 
children. 

Suddenly, a lantern was on fire. They were afraid. Mum stopped the fire and threw away 
the lantern immediately. Finally, they bought a new lantern and played more games. They went 
back home late at night. Kelly learned that she needed to be careful next time when playing 
with lanterns.  



Environmental Problems in Hong Kong 
By Luo Si Yi, Amy 6C 

 
Hong Kong is our home. However, there are different kinds of pollution in Hong Kong. I will 

talk about the problems we are facing nowadays. 
Water pollution is serious in Hong Kong. People throw a lot of rubbish into the sea. A large 

amount of sewage and garbage is produced in our daily lives. Therefore, the water becomes 
very dirty. We should stop throwing rubbish into the sea and people can build factories for 
sewage treatment. 

Air pollution is another problem. There is so much toxic gas coming out from industrial 
enterprises and transportation vehicles. Therefore, this affects our living environment. People 
should use fewer private cars and take public transport instead. 

We should pay attention to our environment. Let’s work together to protect our city. 



The Environmental Problems in Hong Kong           
By Li Yui Tung Elbi 6D 

 
There are different kinds of pollution in Hong Kong nowadays. I will introduce water 

pollution and air pollution in this article. 
Water pollution is a serious problem. So many people throw a lot of rubbish. Therefore, 

the sea is dirty and smelly. We should stop throwing rubbish into the sea. 
Air pollution can affect human health. There are so many fumes when people drive cars. 

Therefore, there is air pollution. We should walk more and drive less. We should use public 
transport more.  

If people could stop littering in the sea and use more public transport, the world would 
be greener.  
 

 

 



Tom’s Football Dream                     
By Wai Sau Yee Zoey 6D 

 
One day, Tom watched a football match with his dad. He was amazed 

and thought the football players played well in the match. Tom said to 
Dad, ‘Dad, I want to be a football player.’ It was because he liked to play 
football. 

He saw the coach the next week. The coach wanted to invite Tom to 
join the football team. At football practice, Tom twisted his ankle. 

Finally, his coach took him to the medical room. Then, the coach 
helped Tom bandage his ankle. After bandaging, the coach took him to the 
hospital. The doctor said Tom was fine. Tom went home and rested. After 
a week of rest, Tom healed. Tom got back to the coach and asked the 
coach to teach him football again. 



Unforgettable Mid-Autumn Festival                  
By Kwok Tsz Shan Hazel 6E 

 
Today was Mid-Autumn Festival. Kelly and her family had dinner. Kelly said, ‘What are we 

going to do?’ Mum said, ‘We will play with lanterns and eat mooncakes.’ 
Then, they went on the rooftop. The moon was very round. They were having fun. They 

were playing with lanterns. The family and relatives were eating starfruit and mooncakes. 
Suddenly, the lantern was on fire. They were so scared. Kelly was panic. Luckily, their 

family helped Kelly together. They were fine. 
Then they still spent a night happily together. After that, Kelly promised that she would 

be careful next time. Kelly would not play with lanterns which were made of paper. 
 

 



Tom’s Football Dream                     
By Yung Yat Nam John 6E 

 
One day, Tom watched a football match with his dad. He was amazed 

and he thought the match was really wonderful because the football 
players played very well. Tom said to his dad, ‘I want to be a football 
player.’ He thought playing football was an interesting sport. 

Tom saw the coach the next week. The coach wanted to invite Tom to 
join the football team. During football practice, Tom accidentally fell and 
twisted his ankle. He felt painful. 

Other teammates sent Tom to the medical room. Tom wanted to go 
back to the football court but he was injured. The coach visited Tom and 
encouraged him not to give up on football. 



The Environmental Problems in Hong Kong            
By Zeng Yuqi Jaon 6E 

 
There are different kinds of pollution in Hong Kong, including water pollution, land 

pollution, noise pollution and air pollution. 
First, let’s talk about water pollution. People pour sewage into the sea. Also, people throw 

rubbish into the sea. Therefore, it causes the death of marine lives. We need to protect the 
ocean. We should stop using disposable plastic products. This helps improve marine life. 

Then, let’s talk about land pollution. The cause of land pollution is people throwing 
rubbish. Also, farmers irrigate from polluted water sources. We should try to eat organic 
food without pesticides. 

It is everyone’s responsibility to protect the environment.  
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